WHY THE HAND OF GOD IS BEEN

MADE USE OF TO LEAD TO THE

CONVICTION OF A MURDERER.

M. REVENGE.

A. murder, said a judg, was a bad

crime in the eyes of man, but a

good crime in the eyes of God,

when committed for the purpose of

punishment. The act of man was

wrong, but the act of God was right.

The murderer, therefore, was a

criminal, but the executioner was not.

The murderer was a wrongdoer, but

the executioner was a rightdoer.

The murderer was a wrongdoer, but

the executioner was a rightdoer.

The murderer was a wrongdoer, but

the executioner was a rightdoer.

The murderer was a wrongdoer, but

the executioner was a rightdoer.

The murderer was a wrongdoer, but

the executioner was a rightdoer.
TO CHEAP TO BE ECONOMICAL.

THIS is true of a large percentage of the Clothing in these days. It's stylishly superfine, attractive, and well makes for one's form, and suits the unconventional taste, but how many times have you felt like clothing yourself for buying such stuff after a few days work has revealed its true intentions. We realize that the goods which fit well, look well, wear well and hold their shape are the ones which hold your patronage. We never sell such large quantities of House Goods, Clothing or as in the past twelve months the Why? So because you have found no such practical methods here. You have got 100 cents on the dollar for the every time. You have evidently told others. Tell them now and don't forget yourself about our Business - even if it were forced to $10. It is true we have lower grades but as a matter of ultimate economy and permanent satisfaction, we also give preference to the higher grades, by so doing your custom is assured.

ROBINSON & ROEBBE

Before Publishing any Prices

We wish you to understand the Following.

POINTER!

And we are now engaged for the Retailers of

 Enterprise.

1. Grand Terminal Sales.
2. Best Selections ofcost and Party.
6. Country News from Upper, Telegraph, Telephone, etc.
7. Correspondence in Surrounding Town.
8. Communications from People in town.
10. Reports of Club Meetings, Etc., Etc.,
11. Market Reports at Home and in Detroit, up to New
   Every Thursday.
12. Large amount of Local News, the largest of any paper in
   Southern Michigan. - For proof, count the items on
   41 and 4th pages.

SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE!

WOOD AND SLATE MANTELS

Always supplied to those who desire buying a

Mantel,

well and ready for use. Surround an own and range from

$8.00 TO $10.00.

We show them in a large

Mantels and Grates!

To Mantel and Fireplaces, Stoves and Fire and Fire

bottom of

Low Estimate given to

Steam and Hot Water Heating

Piling, Gas Fitting and Builders Supplies.

SCHUB & MOEBLIC

325 Main Street and Washington street.

ANN ARBOR, MICH.